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Chapterr 3 

Vehiclee Detection 

submittedsubmitted to IEEE TrnntmrHons on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence. 

3.11 Introduction 

Onee of the essential features of intelligent driver-assistance systems is the ability to detect 
otherr vehicles on the road. Vision based vehicle detection means that the system should 
bee able to separate image data belonging to the background from data belonging to 
vehicles.. Detection precedes the vehicle tracking phase. During the detection step, all 
regionss in the image plane that potentially contain a vehicle are identified. Eventual false 
detectionss are taken can1 of in the tracking phase, based on their observed motion. 

Detectionn is based on identification of the presence of clues, that characterize the 
objectt under consideration. Examples for vehicles are the shadow underneath a vehicle, 
horizontall  symmetry and observed motion. 

Inn this thesis we consider personal vehicles, trucks and busses. The characteristic fea-
turess of a motor-cycle differ a lot from the appearance of this class of vehicles. Therefore, 
wee wil l not consider them in this chapter. The appearance of vehicles in the image plane 
changess with its location. One might think of the geometric transformation of a vehicle 
whenn observed in the corner of tVie eye. and the more static shape of a vehicle when 
observedd near the focus of contraction1 (FOC). Near the FOC. the motion of a vehicle or 
thee background is hardly visible, whereas in the corner of the eye large optical movement 
cann be observed. When we select clues for vehicle detection we have to account for this 
spatiall  dependency. We therefore roughly separate the task of vehicle detection into 3 
segments: : 

HVhenn the camera observes the scene behind the vehicle, background points seem to move towards 
 single point in the image plane. In literature, this; point is referred to as the form* of contract ion. 
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passingg cars art1 observed at the left or right border of t he image plane. They are viewed 
fromm the side and are passing us. or have just been overtaken by our vehicle. 

distantt cars are observed near the FOC. in frontal view. Their observed motion is 
small. . 

mid-rangee cars are observed between the regions of passing ears and distant ears. Only 
littl ee geometric deformation occurs. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we start with an overview 
off  clues for vehicle detection found in literature. At the end of this section we explain 
whichh clues we use in our approach. Section 3.3 describes our detection procedure for 
mid-rangee and distant vehicles. Section 3.4 describes the detection procedure for passing 
vehicles.. In section 3.5 experimental results are presented. The chapter is concluded in 
sectionn 3.u' with a discussion. 

3.22 Clues for vehicle detection 

3.2.11 Clues proposed in l iterature 

Inn literature, the following clues are used for vehicle, detection: (a) texture, (b) symmetry. 
(c)) color, (d) shadow, (e) line structures, (f) optical flow, (g) background suppression and 
(h)) temporal differencing. We will briefly discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
differentt approaches. 

Thee presence of a vehicle causes local intensity fluctuations (ttxturt) in the image 
plane.. This relation is e.g. exploited by [9] as a first segmentation step for vehicle de-
tection.. In this article two approaches are suggested: (A) using the entropy and (13) 
usingg the co-occurrence matrices. An obvious measure for the amount of texture is the 
entropy.. From the co-occurrence matrices four measures (energy, contrast, entropy and 
correlation)) are calculated. The second approach is more powerful, but increases the 
computationn time. Major drawback of using texture as clue for vehicle detection is that 
thee background is also very likely to contain texture. Therefore, texture introduces many 
falsee detections. 

Inn [15] and [4] xymmriry in gray level images and in the horizontal and vertical 
edgee domain is estimated and used as a clue for detection. This approach exploits the 
factt that the image of vehicles observed in frontal view is in general symmetrical in 
horizontall  direction. When searching for local symmetry, two issues must be considered. 
Firstt of all we need a rough indication of where a vehicle is probably present. This 
initializationn is important for both the accuracy of the symmetry estimation and its 
computationn time. Another issue is that uniform areasJ decreases the performance of the 
algorithm.. In these areas, symmetry estimation is sensitive for noise. Furthermore, due 
too the fact, that these areas also are symmetrical, the method is liable to be distracted 
byy uniform background objects. In [4]. this is avoided by including information about 
intensityy edges in the symmetry estimation. Besides the fact that (border) edges might 

JOrr regions with littl e texture in horizontal direct ion. 
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nott always be visible (object-background relation), their approach is still easily distracted 
byy symmetrical background objects, such as houses. 

Especiallyy around highways, outside city areas, saturated colors in the background 
becomee a rare feature. The sometimes colorful vehicles can therefore be identified by 
theirr color. Although liable for false detections and weak for non-colored vehicles it can 
helpp in some situations. 

Vehicless appear in a large variety of shapes and colors. But one feature they all have 
inn common is that they cause shadow on the road. Shadow as a clue for vehicle detection 
iss e.g. described in [14]. Potential shaded areas are defined as intensities with a significant 
darkerr color then the road. Shadow underneath vehicles is of a darker tint compared to 
shadowss created by e.g. trees along the road. Therefore, this clue is also applicable under 
thesee circumstances. Drawback is that shadow also leads to false detections introduced 
byy dark objects in the background. 

Otherr clues are horizontal and vertical tine structures. For example, [7] employs the 
generalizedd Hough transform to identify rows and columns that might contain edges of 
thee outer contour of a car. In [5] distant cars are identified by using projected edge 
informationn to indicate the presence of pronounced horizontal and vertical edges, that 
mightt be part of a rectangular structure. Drawback of using these line structures as a 
cluee is that they depend on the relation between object and background intensity. The 
performancee wil l decrease when e.g. a dark vehicle is observed against a dark background. 

Thuss far we considered clues based on spatial features to distinguish between vehicles 
andd background. Another important feature is relative motion. Note here that we only 
havee information about the projected motion on the image plane. As a result, the motion 
observedd near the FOC wil l be very small and therefore not an eligible clue for the 
detectionn of distant cars. 

Exampless of approaches based on the estimation of the optical flow field are [8] and 
[ l l ] a.. In [8] the possibilities and shortcomings of optical flow for vehicle detection are 
discussed.. It is explained why gradient based flow techniques wil l generally fail in practice 
andd how the computational expensive correlation based approaches can provide accept-
ablee results. One major difficulty attached to optic flow approaches is the sensitivity of 
thee flow held for even small rotations of the camera and other mechanical disturbances. 

Inn [6] and [1] feature based tracking approaches are employed for background subtrac-
tion.tion. First the projected motion of several background points is estimated. This is used to 
derivee the parameters of the affine motion model that prescribes the inter-frame motion 
heldd of background points for the complete image plane. Deviation between estimated 
locall  motion and this motion field indicates the presence of a potential vehicle. Major 
drawbackk is the computational complexity and false detections due to inaccuracies in the 
estimatedd projected motion. 

Inn [5] temporal differencing is used to identify passing vehicles. Those vehicles cover 
largee portions of the image frame and therefore locally introduce large brightness changes. 
Temporall  differencing is a very efficient method. A major drawback of this approach is 
thatt background objects are also capable of causing large brightness changes. 

'Inn [11] the constraint ray approach described in [12] is applied for vehicle detection. 
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3.2.22 Our approach 

Woo will now evaluate previous discussion and introduce our approach. We again dis-
tinguishh the three segments of passing, mid-range and distant vehicles. In figure 3.1 we 
summarizee in which segment each clue can be applied for vehicle detection. Also an 
indicationn is given of their computational complexity (high or low)"1. 
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Figuree 3.1. Assignment of the clues to the segments where they ran be useful for vehicle detec-
tion.. The clues are also divided into algorithms with high and low computational complexity. 

Forr the detection of mid-range and distant vehicles the following clues are suitable: 
shadow,, texture, symmetry, line structures and color. The major advantage of shadow is 
thatt 'all' vehicles wil l be detected. It also provides a rough indication of where a potential 
vehiclee is observed. Most important shortcoming is the need for post-processing, in order 
too remove false detections. To overcome this problem we analyze both the texture and 
symmetryy of the regions identified as potential vehicles. Only if both clues confirm the 
suspicionn about the presence of a vehicle, we conclude that a vehicle is detected. We 
rejectt line structures and color as clue for vehicle detection based on the disadvantages 
mentioned.. Note that, when found desirable, color can always easily be incorporated as 
additionall  clue. 

Ourr approach to detect passing vehicles is based on the temporal differencing tech-
niquee proposed in [5]. Their approach for passing vehicle detection is solely based on the 
intensityy changes caused by vehicles. Figure 3.2 illustrates the region in the image plane 
wheree they search for passing vehicles. Within this region, the background is also very 
liablee of exhibiting large intensity variations, leading to many false detections. 

Wee therefore suggest to limit the search region (roughly) to the part were the surface 
off  the road is observed (see figure 3.2)5. In this limited search region, the background 
iss better defined and varies only little. Besides this, passing vehicles are guaranteed to 

'Iff  tlit ' symmetry-detection approach is not properly initialized, it requires much compulation time. 
Withh proper initialization (like in our final approach) it can he classified as an algorithm with relatively 
loww computational complexity. 

°Onlyy H rough indication is required. The intensity distribution of the surface of the road ran be 
usedd as it tuol for detecting the boundaries of tins limited search region. One way to derive this intensity 
distributionn is described in section 3.3. 
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introducee intensity changes (contrast with background by their shadow, dark color of the 
tiress and generally dark-colored lower part, see also figure 3.2). 

Evenn in the limited search region the background is liable for introducing intensity 
changess (e.g. shadow caused by a flyover or markers on the road). We therefore extend 
thee approach with an additional due: motion. By analyzing the observed motion in 
horizontall  direction only, one can distinguish between passing vehicles and background. 
Too detect passing vehicles we merge the clues temporal differencing and observed motion 
byy analyzing the projected motion of (significant) intensity variations. 

Figuree 3.2. Search regions for passing vehicles. 

3.33 Detecting mid-range and distant vehicles 

Thee clues we combine for the detection of mid-range and distant vehicles have been 
appliedd before. Merging them into a single approach appears to be new. We will show how 
thesee three clues can be combined into one efficient algorithm. Regions that potentially 
containn a vehicle are identified as such only if all three clues indicate so. Disadvantages 
attachedd to each clue, as mentioned in section 3.2.1, are compensated for by the other 
clues.. In this section we concentrate on our merging strategy and to those points where 
wee extended techniques described in literature. For more detailed discussions about each 
cluee we refer to literature. 

Ourr detection procedure is illustrated by means of an example in figure 3.3. The 
samplee frame is taken from sequence BUILDING. The procedure starts with identification 
off  image data that potentially belongs to shadow underneath a vehicle. This results in a 
numberr of sub-regions that are analyzed further (image with sub-regions labeled L..9). 

Thee next step is to test whether the sub-region is sufficiently textured or not. Rows 
withh low entropy are removed from each region. In the figure, these rows are indicated by-
redred dots. If too few rows remain for further analysis, the region is classified as background. 
Att last, the horizontal symmetry of the remaining data is investigated. Asymmetric 
regionss are classified as background (sub-regions {5,7,9}), symmetrical regions as vehicle 
(sub-regionss {1,2,3,4}). Besides separating vehicles from background, the boundaries 
off  the region of symmetry provide us with an indication of the position of the vehicle 
withinn the sub-region. This is illustrated in the images at the bottom of figure 3.3. The 
implementationn of this algorithm is outlined at the end of this section in figure 3.6. 
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Figure3.3.. Example for mid-range and distant vehicle detection. Based on "shadow" nine 
sub-regionss are found that potentially contain a vehicle. Successively testing the sub-regions 
onn entropy and symmetry, regions {6,8}  and {5.7.!)}  are classified as background. Only regions 
{1,2,3,4}}  exhibit sufficient entropy and symmetry in order to possibly contain a vehicle. Red 
dotss indicate lines with insufficient entropy. In the results for regions {1..4}  the vertical red line 
indicatess the symmetry axis and the blue lines the boundaries of the symmetry region. 
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3.3.11 Shadow 

Shadoww is the first clue that is searched for in the image plane. It is used to indicate the 
positionss where vehicles are present. We exploit the fact that the shadow underneath a 
vehiclee wil l be darker than the intensity of the observed surface of the road. Scanning the 
imagee bottom-up, we search for vertical transitions from a brighter gray value to 'shadow1. 
Abovee these transitions we define regions-of-interest (ROIs) of which the content will be 
furtherr analyzed. 

Thee work of [14] forms the basis for our approach to identify potential shadow regions 
underneathh vehicles. Based on the intensity distribution of the road surface, we can 
definee an upper bound for the intensity of the shadow projected underneath a vehicle 
(onee class classifier problem). The value of this threshold depends on the color of the 
roadd surface and on its illumination. 

Thee intensity distribution of the road surface is estimated without the need for pre-
knowledgee about the location of the road in the image plane. It is derived by means of 
aa simple algorithm for detecting the 'free-driving-space' of our vehicle. The free-driving-
spacee is defined as the road observed directly in front of the camera6. Estimation of the 
free-driving-spacee is illustrated in figure 3.4. First edges in the image plane are estimated 
(figuree 3.4a). Next, we determine the space defined by the lowest central homogeneous 
regionn in the image, delimited by edges (figure 3.4b). 

Wee assume that the gray values of the road surface are normally distributed. By 
meanss of fitting a Gaussian to the histogram of pixels belonging to the road, we estimate 
thee mean value m, and variance a of this distribution. Under normal conditions of the 
roadd and its illumination, the upper bound for shadow can be set to Thre$hst, = m — '3a. 
However,, in case of a coarse distribution (<r larger than a typical value) it wil l be better 
too choose a more conservative (higher) value for Thresh^. This e.g. for the situation 
wheree the distribution is affected by shadow projected by trees along the road. Or when a 
reducedd quality of the asphalt, as a result of results in (smooth) local intensity variations 
off  its surface. Experimental results concerning the estimation of the free-driving-space 
cann be found in appendix I. 

Althoughh alternative approaches might lead to a more refined estimation of the free-
driving-space,, this coarse procedure is sufficient to estimate m and a for our application. 
I tt is not necessary to estimate the intensity distribution of the road surface for every 
frame.. The frequency of estimation wil l be related to the dynamics of the intensity vari-
ationn of the road. Temporal smoothing wil l be applied on the parameter Thresh  ̂ to 
makee the procedure robust for accidental inaccurate estimations of the free-driving-space. 

Oncee the upper bound for shadow pixels has been defined we search for shadow that 
exhibitss the characteristics of belonging to shadow underneath a vehicle. The lower 
boundaryy of these shadow areas forms an edge that corresponds to a vertical transition 
fromm a brighter gray value (: road surface) to shadow, scanning the image bottom-up. 
Forr vehicles, these edges are usually horizontal. 

6l nn case of observing the road through the rear window of the vehicle this area corresponds with the 
roadd .surface observed behind the vehicle. 
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intensityy edges estimated free-driving-space intensity distribution: m=148. o=9 

intensityy value 

Figure3.4.. Illustration of the estimation procedure for the intensity distribution of the 'free-
driving-space',, (left) estimate edges in image plane, (middle) rough estimation of 'free-driving-
space',, (right) histogram of the intensity distribution of the 'free-driving-space'. A Gaussian is 
litt tn t he histogram. 

Thiss procedure is illustrated in figure 3.5. Figure 3.5(a) shows pixels that were iden-
tifiedd as 'shadow'. Those pixels in figure 3.5(a) that exhibit a vertical transition from 
aa brighter gray value to 'shadow' (scanning the image bottom-up) are depicted in fig-
uree 3.5(b). We search for horizontal line segments in two successive1 line's'. By thresh-
oldingg the length of a line segment we roughly separate lines belonging to potential 
vehicless from points or small line segments introduced by the background. Above each 
linee connected to a potential vehicle a region of interest (ROI) is defined as illustrated 
inn figure 3.5(c). In this figure, the red boxes indicate initial boundaries of the ROIs. 
Theirr width corresponds to the length of the horizontal line segments. For the analysis 
off  the texture and symmetry properties (Teach ROI we use slightly wider regions (green 
boxes)8. . 

Thee threshold pul on the length of line segments results from the projection geometry 
off  the camera and the expected vehicle width. Let us consider the situation with a 
cameraa installed at height II above the road surface, aligned parallel to the ground and 
withh viewing direction parallel to the driving direction. For this simple camera setup, 
thee relation between the expected vehicle width WEXp and the projected width w of the 
objectt in the image plane at image line y is given by 

ww = —TT~~~'I  image pixel sizes,, x sx (3.1) 
IIII  sy 

Usingg this relation. [9] defines for every image fine an upper and lower boundary for 
observedd vehicle widths. For our experiments we only used a lower boundary, pul al half 
thee width expected for each line. 

'Wee analyze two lines i instead of one) in order to be robust for quantization effects. 
"Thee robustness of the texture and symmetry analysis is improved when the left and right vehicle 

side-- are included. This will become clear in the discussion of texture and symmetry. 
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3.3.22 Texture 

Texturee is (among others) used by Kalinke in [9]. In their paper, texture is applied 
too focus their vehicle detection algorithm on parts in the image with high information 
content.. Based on the information theory introduced by Shannon in 1948 ([13]) local 
entropyy can be a measure of the information content. The more uncertain the content of 
imagee data is the more information is contained by this part. 

Forr our application we are interested in the entropy in ROIs that possibly contain a 
vehicle.. If a vehicle is observed, its left and right boundaries and other intensity variations 
inn horizontal direction in between these boundaries wil l cause high entropy (estimated 
alongg horizontal lines). We estimate the local entropy along lines of the ROI and remove 
liness that indicate lack of entropy and thus most probably belong to the background. A 
ROII  is classified as background if too few lines remain to possibly represents a vehicle. In 
thiss way uniform background areas are completely removed. This is important because 
inn the next step of our procedure, where symmetry is applied as a clue, we are unable to 
distinguishh uniform background areas from vehicles. 

Entropyy is defined as ([13]): 

tf(o)tf(o) = - J > ( r , ) l o g / ; ( r ,) (3.2) 
A--

wheree p{rx) is a probability distribution of rx: in our ease local intensities. The intensity 
distributionn p[rx) of a line in the ROI is obtained from its histogram of intensities. An 
examplee is given in figure 3.3. 

3.3.33 Symmetry 

Thee preceding steps of the detection procedure already separate much of the background 
dataa from data potentially belonging to a vehicle. Besides this, these steps present the 
dataa assigned for further symmetry analysis in such a way that this analysis both makes 
sensee and can be done efficiently. Uniform regions have been removed. Those regions 
lackk texture and therefore most probably belong to the background. Good horizontal 
symmetryy can be detected in uniform background regions. Estimating its symmetry 
wouldd therefore be useless. Furthermore, the preceding steps provide us with a limited 
ROI,, This makes the process of finding the axis of symmetry and width of the symmetry 
intervall  efficient. 

Forr estimating local symmetry we use the approach described in [15]. Their vehicle 
detectionn approach differs from ours in both its pre- and post-processing. They use 
symmetryy detection as a first step in the detection procedure and are mainly concerned in 
detectingg the leading vehicle (mid-range). Once a region with 'best' horizontal symmetry 
hass been identified, the symmetry of its edge structure is analyzed before deciding whether 
thee region contains a vehicle or not. 
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(a) ) (b) ) (c) ) 

Figure3.5.. Hypotheses generated based on shadow. Fig.3.5(H): pixels identified as shadow 
basedbased on Threshah- Fig.3.5(b): shadow points thai exhibü a vertical transition from a brighter 
grayy value to 'shadow' (scanning the image bottom-up). Fig.3.5(e): scanning the image bottom-
up,, a ROI is defined above horizontal line segments present in figure b. A ROJ is only further 
analyzedd if its size indicates the possibility to contain a vehicle. 

Wee will briefly explain how local horizontal symmetry is estimated. For details we 
referr to [15]. We use the following notation: 

G(x) G(x) 

""  uifi.i 

w w 
Xc Xc 

aa one dimensional function defined over a line of the ROI 
widthh of the ROI 
expectedd width of the vehicle 
widthh of the symmetry interval 
positionn of a potential symmetry axis 

Anyy function G(x) can be broken into a sum of its even pari Ge(x) and its odd part 

GG00(x): (x): 

G{x)=GG{x)=Gee{x)+G{x)+G00(x) (x) 

G(x)G(x) + G(-x) 
G,G, ./  = 

GJX)GJX) = 
G(x)-G(-x) G(x)-G(-x) 

(3.3) ) 

XX e l-Wma.r/2'U'mux/2} 

Thee degree of symmetry of a function with reaped to the origin is reflected by the 
relativee significance of its «wen part compared with its odd part. This is the idea under-
lyingg this approach. We use substitution u = x— xa to shift the origin of function G{u) 
too any potential symmetry axis ./„. The even function of G(x) = G(xa + u) for a given 
intervall  of width w about symmetry axis xs is defined as: 

(( //..;'.. w) : = 

Thee odd function is defined as: 

++ G(xg - w)], if - w/2 <u< w/2 

otherwise e 

0(u,x0(u,xss,w),w) := 
i\[G{xi\[G{x ss  u) G{xa -u)], if - w/2 < u < w/2 

i i . . otherwise e 

(3.4) ) 

(3.5) ) 
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Forr any fixed pair {J -
S.U?} , the significance of either E(u..r.,.'tr) ur 0{u.x^.w) may ap-

propriatelyy be expressed by their energy content. However, the problem arises that the 
meann value of the odd function is always zero, whereas the even function in general has 
somee positive mean value. This bias has to be compensated for. in order to render the 
twoo energy quantities comparable in the sense that their dissimilarity indicates symmetry 
orr anti-symmetry, respectively. Therefore a normalized even function which has a zero 
meann value is introduced: 

II  r + w/2 
EEnn(u.x^tv)(u.x^tv) := E{u.xs,w) / E(v,Xi,w)dv (3.6) 

WW J-w/2 

Withh En and O we construct the normalized measure for the degree of symmetry S(xs, w): 

ƒƒ En{u..r»,ii')2du - J0(u.xa.w)2du 

ƒƒ £„(«, xs. w)-du + J CJ{u, xs. w)-du 

Six*,Six*, u.') indicates the measure of symmetry for any potential symmetry axis xx with 
respect,, to an observation interval of width w. This measure has the following property: 

—— 1 < S(xll,w) < 1 (contrast function) 

Furthermore,, S = 1 for ideal symmetry, 51 = 0 for asymmetry and 5 — —1 in case of 
ideall  anti-symmetry. 

5(xs,U'JJ provides a measure for symmetry regardless of the width of the interval 
beingg evaluated. Consider for example the case where the same measure of symmetry is 
estimatedd for 2 different axis of symmetry. In this case, one should select the estimation 
withh the largest width w. Being based on more data, the significance and confidence 
off  this estimation is larger. To account for the width, the measure SA(XS.W) is used 
(followingg [9]): 

SU(.r,.. w) = {S{xs, it) + 1). ir < wf,,Tp < wmax (3.8) 
—— «-( ' j -p 

withh wmux the maximum size for the interval: in our case the width of the ROL The 
derivationn of (histogram) SAI^S-W) should be limited to interval widths w < u?eip, when 
u',:Tpp is known9. The measure SA is used to identify the most significant, interval width 
forr each symmetry axis. The pairs of symmetry axis and its most significant width make 
upp a subset of all possible combinations for (xs,w). The values SA for this subset are 
referredd to as (the reduced histogram) S^. From S^. the most significant symmetry axis 
off  a line can be obtained. 

Too determine the two-dimensional symmetry of a ROI we have to combine the sym-
metryy histograms estimated for each line. In [15] leading vehicles are searched for. Their 
ROII  extends over all image lines that might possibly contain data about a vehicle. Since 
theirr ROI contains many lines, they can simply accumulate the reduced histograms 5'^. 
obtainedd for all lines. For our application we are interested in ROIs that contain fewer 

9Forr our application the ROI is usually slightly larger than the vehicle. Therefore we can use -wf_Xp = 
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lines.. We therefore accumulate the complete histograms S,\. for all lines. From the accu-
mulatedd histogram we determine pairs of symmetry axis and its most significant width, 
analoguee to the procedure applied for a single line. The most significant symmetry axis 
andd the corresponding interval width obtained in this way are denoted as {.rs. ti'~}. This 
symmetryy analysis is based on all lines in the ROI (and on an interval width ü'~). 

Forr our application we refine this analysis somewhat further. Aim is to determine 
thee smallest box that encloses the symmetrical part observed within the ROI (and its 
correspondingg symmetry value). Near the boundaries of the ROI points might belong to 
thee background instead of the vehicle. By further analysis of S1 (./;.,. ir~) we remove these 
pointss from the ROI. 

Wee first remove Unes in the upper and lower quart of the ROI that exhibit relatively 
loww symmetry values S(.rs.-ir~). Two vehicles in figure 3.3. labeled 1 and 4, illustrate 
this.. When a vehicle is observed in the lane next to us. asymmetry might lie introduced 
inn the lower part of the ROI by the projected geometry of the wheels. Due to inaccurate 
initializationn of the ROI a few horizontal lines above the vehicle might have been included. 
Withh the height of the ROI denoted by /;, we find the following upper and lower boundary 
forr our refined symmetry region ROIst/;„ : 

**  upper = max > . 3 . , , 
;e|*"-ftll \3i*h' l~ *h + 1 

Nextt we refine the estimation of the interval width. This is done by increasing w~ 
untill  S(Xs.w) < S{i's. u' — Aw). If w' > w,,xp. iv is increased starting from we:rp. This 
providess us with a symmetry measure for the smallest box around (the symmetrical part 
of)) veliicles observed within a ROI. 

E E Sj{ Sj{ ) ) 

i/ ll  - * + 1 
(3.9) ) 
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Figuree 3.G. Block diagram of the procedure for mid-range and distant vehicle detection. In 
eachh column a different clue is applied (shadow, texture, symmetry). 
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3.44 Detecting passing vehicles 

Whenn a vehicle passes us it affects the intensity distribution of the area it occludes. 
Therefore,, temporal differences can be applied to identify passing vehicles. However, 
significantt intensity variations in the background will lead to false detections. To de-
tectt passing vehicles more robustly, we propose the following approach. We search for 
passingg vehicles only in the part where the surface of the road is observed (figure 3.2). 
Thee intensity distribution of the background observed in this area will usually be very 
moderate.. We analyze the projected mot ion in this region in order to identify false detec-
tions.. Projected motion [2] refers to the projection of the image volume 0.,..r,r/) onto 
thee spatiotemporal image ( r , . / ). as illustrated in figure 3.7. 

11 he region in the corner of the eye where the road surface is observed is referred to 
ass the RO!,.,„. We compare the mean intensity of R01co, with the intensity distribution 
off  the free-driving-space. If a vehicle enters the HOI,,..,, darkening occurs. Darkening is 
causedd by e.g. shadow underneath a passing vehicle, its tires or its lower part. Increase 
off  the mean intensity value, e.g. caused by the usually light markers on the road (white. 
yellow)) is ignored. 

Wcc determine the projected motion image ImPM of the region. Intensity variations 
inn ROI,.,,, result in edges in the projected motion image. The orientation of these edges, 
denotedd by the angle 0. is a measure for the propagation speed of the spatial intensity 
variationn through the subsequence ImPM. It provides information about the relative 
velocityy of the object that causes the intensity variation. Based on this angle we can 
distinguishh vehicles from background objects, as wil l be discussed shortly. 

Itt is important to realize that the quality of previous procedure for passing vehicle 
detectionn heavily depends on the area of the road that is observed. How much road 
surfacee is observed in the R0IC0l depends on the camera setup and the number of lanes 
observedd in this region. The height of ROI,,,, will usually vary over time. Derivation 

x-axis s 

Figure3.7.. Derivation of' tlie projected motion image lmVM. Summation V , is limited to 
thee rows of HOI,.,,,- The angle 0 is a measure for the propagation speed of a spatial intensity 
variationn I hrough Im..-,,. 
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off  the height of ROICO( can be based on information about the intensity distribution of 
thee free-driving-space, or cm information provided by lane-recognition methods ([3][10]). 
Considerr for example the ROI illustrated in figure 3.8. A passing vehicle might not ap-
pearr in the complete ROI,.,,, and wil l probably not appear in each row at the same time. 
Consequently,, darkening of the complete ROI,,,, will be more moderate and tliti s more 
difficul tt to detect. The quality of the resulting edges in ImPM wil l also be less. To ensure 
thee quality of the observations for a high ROI,,,,. ROI,n, should be subdivided into sub-
regionss IiOI,„,  (/). as shown in figure 3.8. The height of these sub-regions depends on the 
verticall  resolution of the camera. The results of the individual sub-regions is integrated 
byy means of OR-logic (see also figure 3.12). 

Wee continue with a more detailed discussion of the procedure for passing vehicle 
detectionn that is applied on each segment. The implementation of this algorithm is 
outlinedd in a diagram placed at the end of this section (figure 3.12). 

Thee procedure starts with calculation of the projected motion. The derivation of 
thee projected motion is illustrated in figure 3.7. The projected motion for segment i is 
derivedd by summation of intensities in vertical direction for a certain time interval. The1 

resultt is an image ImPM(i) of size ^columns x ^frames. Characteristic examples of 
projectedd motion images of passing vehicles are given in figure 3.9. 

Nextt its mean intensity m,{t) is determined. By comparing m,(7) with the history 
off  the intensity distribution of the free-driving-space we determine significant darkening 
off  ROI,„,{)). The history of the Intensity distribution of the free-driving-space will be 
referredd to by {777(/ ). a[t )} . As long as m,{t) > ïïï(t~) — 2a(t~) we conclude that 
ROIROIcoecoe(i)(i)  only contains background data. 

Ass soon as in,{I) drops below m(t~) — 2a(t~ ) we investigate the motion characteristics 
off  this darkening. Variations in ni,(t) result in edges in the projected motion image 
ImImPMPM(i).(i). The orientation of these edges, denoted by the angle 0. is a measure for how 
quickk the spatial intensity variation propagates through the subsequence ImPM(i). It 
providess information about the relative velocity of the object that causes the intensity 
variation. . 

Edgess belonging to the same object have equal orientation. We are interested in the 

Figure3.8.. Illustration of segmentation of ROI,,,, into three sub-regions 110i,ol[i).i  = 
{1.2,3} . . 
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orientationn of one of them. Therefore we determine intensity edges in 7>n.rM(/) over a 
timee interval of 1 second (25 frames) around the moment darkening was identified. By 
applyingg the Hough transform we estimate the direction of the most dominant line in 
TmTmnini(i),(i), as illustrated in figure 3.12. 

Iff  the camera is looking through the rear window of a vehicle background points and 
pointss observed on a vehicle that is being overtaken by us propagate in the same direction 
throughh ImPM{i).  However, because of their lower relative speed, 9t wil l be smaller for 
pointss on a vehicle, A threshold for B, is used to separate vehicles from background. If 
thee camera observes the scene through the windscreen of the vehicle, the segmentation 
problemm becomes even more obvious. Points observed on a passing vehicle propagate in 
oppositee direction through Imni{i)  compared to background points. 

Thee threshold for 0,. can be based on estimated values for 8, for background points, 
obtainedd every now and then. Of course if the camera parameters and the camera setup 
iss known, an estimation of this threshold can be derived analytically. For the sake of 
completenesss a (brief) example of analytical derivation of the threshold is given below. 

Considerr a camera that observes the scene in front of the vehicle. We define a co-
ordinatee system (X, Y,Z) attached to the nodal point of the camera, as is illustrated in 
figuree 3.10, The Z-axis of this frame is aligned with the camera motion. Its optical axis 
iss parallel to the road surface. The angle between viewing direction and motion direction 
iss defined by a. The field of view of the camera is denoted by £. A point in the scene 
enterss the field of view. It moves at horizontal distance X with relative velocity Z in the 
samee direction as our vehicle. The relation between the position of this point, in (X, Y. Z) 
co-ordinates,, and its horizontal position in the image plane, r.r, follows from equation 2.3 
inn chapter 2 (for 3 = 0): 

eos( f t )X-s in(a)Z Z 
's's = F ' - ( w , t w ( 3 i l ° ) 

sm(o)X++ cos(a)Z 
Fromm figure 3.10 we directly obtain the relation between X and Z, for a point that 

enterss the field of view: 
X/ ZZ = t a n ( n + £ / 2) (3.11) 

Byy quotient rule, equations 3.10 and 3.11 lead to the following expression for the observed 
motionn of the point in horizontal direction: 

..  - F Z /X 

'J'' (Xsin(a) + Zcos(a))2 (sin(o) + eos(o)/ tan(a + £/2))2 

Underr the simplifying assumption that this motion represents the observed motion for 
thee whole width of ROIi:M,, B is approximated by 9 = arctan( — r,) (rT expressed in 
pixels/frame). . 

Figuree 3.11 presents simulation results to illustrate the value for tan((?) for different 
observationss using previous camera setup. We applied £ = 80°. o = 10°. F=400 pixels and 
aa frame rate of 25 frames per second. Characteristic velocities were simulated for points 
observedd on a passing vehicle (figure on the left) and points observed in the background 
(figuree on the right). 
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throughh rear window throughh windscreen 

frame e 

F i g u r e 3 . 9 .. Il lustration of the projected motion image i m r a for different viewing directions of 
thee earner;!. 

nodall  point S 

objectt point 

Figuree 3 .10. Illustration of the camera setup that is considered in the simulations for 0. 

 r- :-^.  '- . "  ' 

F i g u r e S .1 1 .. Simulation results for parameter ft. Tin- figure on the left provides the results 
forr parallel relative motion characteristic for a passing vehicle. The figure on the right presents 
characteristicc results for points observed in the background. See text for details. 
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Figure3.12.. Block diagram of the procedure for passing vehicle detection. 

3.55 Experiments 

Unlesss siaied otherwise, the sequences used in the experiments contain 25 non-interlaced 
framess (284x768 pixels) per second. 

3 .5 .11 M i d - r a n g e and d i s t a n t veh ic l e s 

Wee will discuss the results of two kinds of experiments. First we discuss the detection 
resultss obtained for two complete image sequences FACTORY and DUSK'. These experi-
mentss illustrate the overall performance of the algorithm for practical sequences. Then 
wee present samples obtained from other sequences. These samples provide insight in the 
robustnesss of our approach for different situations. 

{{  nless slated else, we used the following values for the main thresholds for detect-
ingg mid-range and distant vehicles 'see figure 3.6): Thres\.\ = 2.4,Thress = 0.25 and 
'/'/'/<< >/'.,, = in - 2 * n (see subsection 3.3.1). 

Thee first sequence FACTORY consists of 2(H) frames and was recorded with a camera 
lookingg through the windscreen of the vehicle. The sequence can be divided into two 
parts.. During the firsl half (approximately 1 seconds) the environment contains only 
littl ee structure. This part can be considered as typical for highway scenes. In the sec-
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Figuree 3.13. Four characteristic frames from sequence FACTORY used for testing the perfor-
mancee of our detection algorithm. The second row contains a zoomed view of these images. 

oudd half, the background contains more structure and can therefore lie considered more 
characteristicc for urban scenes. 

AA visual summary of the sequence is presented in figure 3.13. The first row of images 
showss four characteristic frames. The second row contains a zoomed view of these images. 
Inn our discussion, we address the vehicles in the sequence according to the labels shown 
inn this figure. Vehicle A is the leading vehicle and is observed throughout the complete 
sequence.. Vehicle C' is only observed «luring the first 8 frames. From frame 9. it is 
occludedd by vehicle A. After 57 frames vehicle B is temporarily occluded by vehicle A. 
Itt is detected again after frame 1G7. 

Thee delect ion results for each vehicle are presented in table 3.1. The results show 
howw robust the leading vehicle (mid-range) was detected by the algorithm. The more 
distantt vehicles were also robustly detected. Before occlusion, vehicle B was detected in 
555 out of 57 frames (96%). After occlusion, the chance the algorithm detected vehicle 
BB dropped to 64%. Although still better than once every 2 frames, the performance 
droppedd significantly compared to the period before occlusion. The reason for this is a 
changee in illumination of the road surface. The second time vehicle B is observed, it 
enterss a cross section. The illumination of the road surface directly in front of us stays 
underr the influence of trees along the road. The surface of the road observed at the 
crosss section lacks this influence and is therefore of a brighter intensity. As a result, the 
performancee of the shadow detector decreases and several times the shadow underneath 
vehiclee B is not (properly) detected. Finally, vehicle C' was also robustly detected. Being 
anotherr distant vehicle, its results based on (only) 8 frames contribute to the detection 
resultss for distant vehicles. 

Thee number of false positives and the removals based on both entropy and symme-
tryy provide us with more insight in the performance of the algorithm. Although false 
positivess will be removed by means of tracking, they ask for extra computation time for 
theirr identification. The number of false positives detected in the experiments are also 
presentedd in table 3.1. In the first 100 frames only -I false positives were generated. In 
thee second half 94. Rejections based on entropy only equaled 1151. or about 6 rejections 
perr frame No significant difference between the 1st and 2nd half of the sequence was 
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vehicle e 

AA (leading vehicle) 
BB (before (inclusion) 
BB (after occlusion) 
CC (before occlusion) 

mid-range e 
orr distant 

mid-range e 
distant t 
distant t 
distant t 

falsee positives 1*' half 

falsee positives 2n,i half 
falsee positives 

numberr of 
frames s 

200 0 
57 7 
33 3 

8 8 
numberr of 

frames s 

100 0 
100 0 
200 0 

times s 
missed d 

10 0 
2 2 

12 2 
1 1 

times s 
detected d 

4 4 
94 4 

98 8 

detection n 
rate e 

0.95 5 

0.90 0 
0.04 4 
0.88 8 

detection n 
rate e 

0.04 4 

0.94 4 
0.49 9 

Tablee 3.1. Summary of the detection results for sequence FACTORY. 

sequencee of 18 frames 

numberr of times vehicle was missed: 8 
numberr of false posilives: 43 

detectionn rate 

0.83 3 
0.90 0 

Tablee 3.2. Summary of the detection results for sequence DUSK. 

observed.. The number of removals based on entropy plus symmetry equaled 1G5 in the 
complet*11 sequence: 25 in the 1st 100 frames and 145 in the 2nd half. The difference in 
thee amount of structure present in the first and second half is expressed by the increase 
inn false positives and removals based on entropy pins symmetry. 

Forr the purpose of illustration, we placed the detection results for the four frames of 
figuree 3.13 in appendix J. 

Thee second sequence DUSK consists of 48 frames. Figure 3.14 shows three of its 
frames.. We selected this sequence to illustrate the performance of the algorithm under 
poorr illumination conditions (dusk). This sequence was recorded with a camera looking 
throughh the rear window of the vehicle. It observes a single distant vehicle while our own 
vehiclee is performing a turn to the right. 

Thee detection results are presented in table 3.21(J. The results indicate that, even at 
dusk,, the algorithm is able to robustly detect the vehicle. In average, about 1 false de-
tectionn was generated per frame. False detections were caused by symmetrical structures 
inn the background located at the left side of the road. In total 322 rejections were made 
basedd on entropy only: about 7 rejections per frame. The number of removals based 
onn entropy plus symmetry equaled 17. For the purpose of illustration, we placed the 
detectionn results for the three frames of figure 3.14 in appendix J. 

'-'Forr sequence DUSK we set Tlirr:>i<  = '2.0. 
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framee 1 frame 24 frame 48 

Figuree 3.14. Three characteristic frames from sequence DUSK. The second row contains a 
zoomedd view of these images. 

Noww we will discuss the performance of the algorithm by means of nine examples 
obtainedd for different situations. The results of these examples are plotted in appendix G 
onn page 121. We start wil h the examples in figure G.l. The objects observed in this figure 
aree parts of a crash barrier. Crash barriers are liable to introduce false detections based 
onn shadow only, as the examples illustrate. The false detections are rejected based on a 
combinationn of both entropy and symmetry. Based on entropy, most lines of background 
observedd above the crash barrier will be removed. The remaining image data will generally 
bee very non-symmetric, as indicated by I he symmetry measure S. 

Figuree G.2 shows three detection results in sequences obtained with a camera looking 
throughh the windscreen of the vehicle. The firs) vehicle is driving in our own lane and 
iss therefore observed with a high measure of symmetry. The second vehicle is driving 
approximatelyy two lanes next to us. It is observed slightly from the side resulting in 
aa slightly lower measure of symmetry. The third example shows detection of a mid-
rangee vehicle under difficult illumination conditions. Trees at the side of the road project 
shadowss on the road. The illumination of the vehicle is not homogeneous, e.g. illustrated 
byy its shadow and the bright patch on its right. But even under these circumstances, the 
shadoww underneath the vehicle and symmetry are detected in such a way that the vehicle 
iss identified. 

figuree G.3 shows three detection results in sequences obtained with a camera looking 
throughh the rear window of the vehicle. In the second image the shadow underneath the 
vehiclee was not accurately estimated. As a result, a larger ROI was defined. Within this 
regionn the right symmetry axis was found and the vehicle was identified. 
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3.5.22 Passing vehicles 

Too test the performance of our approach we applied our algorithm on four practical 
sequences.. Within these sequences a single ROI,.tli is defined consisting of 20 lines and 
1000 columns. 

Too detect passing vehicles automatically, we need to know when a potential vehicle is 
noo longer present in the corner of the eye (R01CO(:.}.  Until the vehicle has passed by, the 
detectionn algorithm is paused. The moment to activate the detection algorithm again is 
usuallyy indicated by some kind of tracking algorithm. In our experiment we waited until 
thee intensity distribution of ROIcoe returned to the distribution of the road surface. This 
simplee strategy appeared to be sufficient for our experiments. 

Thee first practical sequence we discuss is about 20 seconds in length (478 frames). 
Itt is the long version of sequence BUILDING, used in the experiments of chapter 2. The 
resultss are presented in figure 3.15. The figure on top illustrates the intensity variation in 
ROIROIrurrur (continuous curve). The variation in the intensity distribution of the free-driving-
spacee is also indicated (dot-dash curves). Two curves indicate the boundaries m  2a. 
Thesee curves are slightly smoothed by averaging over half a second of data. The vertical 
bluee continuous lines indicate the frames where significant darkening was observed. The 
verticall  blue dashed lines indicate where the object had left the ROIroc. 

Afterr darkening has been detected the projected motion is further analyzed. In our 
experimentt 2 potential vehicles are identified. The analysis of their projected motion is 
alsoo shown in figure 3.15. Per object both the estimated edges in the projected motion 
imagess and the projected motion image itself is presented. Besides the frame number, 
alsoo the most dominant line and an estimation of its corresponding propagation speed is 
indicated.. For both cases the results indicate an object that slowly overtakes our vehicle. 
Thesee objects are therefore recognized as vehicles. 

Thee results of a second and third experiment are presented in figures 3.10 and 3.17. 
respectively.. The length of both sequences is approximately 5 seconds. The sequence of 
figuree 3.16, sequence TREES, was obtained with a camera looking through the windscreen 
off  the vehicle. Shadows of trees along the road introduce variations in the illumination 
off  the scene. As the results illustrate, our detection procedure is stable under these 
circumstances.. The vehicle that overtakes us is detected and no false detections are 
introduced. . 

Figuree 3.17 shows the results for sequence BRIDGE, obtained with a camera looking 
throughh the rear window of the vehicle. Again one vehicle was properly detected. As 
thee figure illustrates, another vehicle: was slowly overtaken. Tins is also expressed by the 
smalll  value estimated for 0. 

Thee fourth experimental result is presented in figure 3.18, It shows the results for 
sequencee FLYOVER: approximately 10 seconds. This sequence was selected to illustrate 
robustnesss of the algorithm for both markers on the road and extreme variation in the 
illuminationn conditions. First of all the results show that markers on the road will not 
introducee false detections. Furthermore, a potential vehicle is detected at the end of the 
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sequencee (around frame 218). Analysis of the projected motion correctly proves that the 
objectt belonged to the background. 

Fromm previous experiment it appears thai the algorithm is stable for the drastic 
eliangee in illumination caused by the flyover. As long as the influence of last changes in 
illuminationn on the intensity distribution of R()I,.„, is in harmony with variation detected 
forr the free-driving-space, the algorithm will nut introduce false alarms. Figure 3.19 
showss ihe projected motion in R()I,.,„ around the abrupt change in illumination. Tins 
imagee shows that, even if the darkening of R0IC0l would have been asynchronous with 
thee distribution of the free-driving-space, analysis of the projected motion would have 
resultedd in proper classification. 

vertica ll  l ines: straight="potential vehicle de tec ted" ; dashed="object passed" 

i i 

 • ' 
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Figuree 3.15. Passing vehicle detection in sequence BUILDING (approximately 20 seconds). 
Thee upper figure illustrates the intensity variations of both the free-driving-space and ROI 
Basedd on these intensity variation.-., two potential vehicles are detected. In the figures below, 
thee analysis of the projected mot ion images is shown for both cases. The edge images show the 
edgess detected in the projected motion image. In the projected motion image itself, only the 
mostt dominant edge (Hough) is indicated. In both cases the passing vehicle is identified. 
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Figure3.16.. Passing vehicle detection in sequence TREES (approximately 5 seconds). The 
upperr figure illustrates the intensity variations of both the free-driving-space and IU)I t,„. 
Basedd on these intensity variations, one potential vehicle is detected. In the figures below, the 
analysiss of the projected morion image is shown. A passing vehicle is identified. 

verticall lines: straight="potential vehicle detected" ; dashed="object passed" 
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Figure.'}.17.. Passing vehicle detection in sequence BRIDGE, obtained with a camera looking 
throughh 'he real" window of the vehicle. The tipper figure illustrates the intensity variations 
off  both the free-driving-space and HOI Based on these intensity variations, one potential 
vehiclee is detected. In the figures below, the analysis of the projected motion image is shown. 
AA passing vehicle Ls identified. 
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Figuree 3.18. Passing vehicle detection in sequence FLYOVER (approximately 10 seconds). 
Thee upper figure presents characteristic frames from the sequence. The figure in the middle 
illustratess the intensity variations of both the free-driving-space and HOI,,,,. Based on these 
intensityy variations, one potential vehicle is detected. In the figures below, the analysis of the 
projectedd motion image is shown. A background object is identified. 

potentiall vehicle 1 

Figuree 3.19. The projected motion image for the evenl of an abrupt change in illumination in 
thee fourth experiment (sequence FLYOVER I. Based on the large propagation speed i: Infinite'). 
analysiss of this projected motion image would have led to the classification of 'no vehicle*. 
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3.5.33 Vehicle detection in sequence Fiorino2 

Wee also tested our algorithm on the sequence Fiurino2. The major difference between this 
sequencee and the ones described before is its lower spatial and temporal resolution. The 
spatiall  resolution in horizontal direction is 2 times lower. The temporal frequency equals 
approximatelyy 15 Hz. The sequence contains 500 frames (approximately 33 seconds). 

Duee to I he lower spatial resolution the horizontal symmetry of distant vehicles is 
lesss accurately determined. As a result the distance at which vehicles can be detected 
robustlyy is lower. Samples of the detection results can be found in appendix H, 

Thee difference in resolution also affects our detection procedure for passing vehicles. 
Thee first phase of detecting the darkening of the BOI„ K: is hardly influenced. Only the 
widthh of the ROIr(M was decreased to 50 columns. The height of the ROI(:(X was increased 
too 30 lines (different camera setup). A major consequence of both the low horizontal and 
loww temporal resolution, is the high speed at which a passing vehicle propagates through 
thee projected motion image. As is illustrated by the experimental results in appendix H. 
inn most cases an "infinite' propagation speed is estimated. As a consequence of the low 
resolution,, the parameter 0 can not be used to distinguish passing vehicles from false 
detectionss introduced by darkening of the surface of the road. 

3.66 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we presented two new approaches for vehicle detection. One to detect: mid-
rangee and distant vehicles and another for detecting passing vehicles. The approaches are 
suitablee for detecting vehicles observed in frontal view or in rear view. No pre-knowledge 
aboutt the position of the road is required. Only a rough estimation of the FOC (or FOE) 
iss required. 

Too detect mid-range and distant vehicles we combined three different clues; namely 
shadow,, entropy and horizontal symmetry. An object is only identified as being a vehicle 
iff  all three clues are found on the object. The chance a background object exhibits all 
threee clues is small. 

Besidess the quality of the decision about what is observed (vehicle or background), 
otherr advantages rise from our approach to combine these three clues. Shadow detection 
providess a proper initialization for the symmetry analysis. This initialization is crucial 
forr both the efficiency and accuracy of the symmetry estimation step. When a vehicle is 
detectedd in a certain ROI the symmetry analysis provides a more refined estimation of 
thee position of the vehicle. Furthermore, by removing horizontal lines with low entropy, 
wee ensure that the symmetry analysis makes sense. 

Thee practical experiments illustrate the performance of our detection approach. Vehi-
cless are observed at high detection rates. Even at dusk good results sire obtained. Almost 
noo false detections are introduced if the environment contains littl e structure (e.g. trees 
att the side of the road). In an urban environment the number of false detections in-
creases.. In our experiment it increased to about one every frame. Although these false 
detectionss can be removed by testing their presence in the next few frames, they consume 
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unnecessaryy computation time. Therefore, it would be better to remove as many false 
detectionss as possible during the detection process itself. 

Inn the experiments a large number of potential vehicles were generated based on 
shadow,, especially in a structured environment. This is good for the purpose of illus-
tration:: the corresponding large number of rejections based on entropy and symmetry 
illustratess the robustness of the approach. A possibility to improve the algorithm is the 
reductionn of the number of false potentials generated based on shadow. For example, 
pre-knowledgee about the location of the road could be used11. Or a more sophisticated 
relationn between the expected vehicle width at, a certain position in the image plane and 
shadoww potentially belonging to a vehicle. The result wil l be a more efficient, algorithm 
withh less false detections. 

Ourr approach to detect passing vehicles is based on a combination of temporal differ-
encingg and projected motion. The idea of analyzing projected motion for this purpose 
appearss to be new and incorporates the clue motion, to the detection procedure. We limi t 
thee region in the corner of the eye to the part where the road surface is observed. In this 
regionn the background intensity is estimated and varies only little. Only in special cases 
falsee alarms will be introduced by discoloring of the road surface. In these eases, false 
detectionss are rejected based on their projected motion. 

Thee experiments show that, passing vehicles are robustly detected. Irrespective of 
viewingg direction of the camera (through the windscreen or the rear window of the 
vehicle)) all passing vehicles were detected. Only few false alarms were introduced by 
discoloringg of the road surface. Overall, only 4 false detections were generated in 106 
secondss of video data (2000 frames). With the sequences of 25 frames per second the 
falsee detections were correctly rejected based on their projected motion. For the Fiorino 
sequences,, proper analysis of the projected motion was impossible due to their low tem-
porall  resolution. 

Vehiclee detection represents the initiation phase for vehicle tracking, which is ad-
dressedd in the next chapter. 

^"orr literature on the topic of lano detection, see e.g. [3jil(j] . 
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